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Sailing Sunday
Carla Harris
"IF vVE ever reach dry land," the girl gasped, "I swear never to
leave the terra firma again." She leaned over the starboard
side of the Cvboat and convulsively dry-heaved for the fiftieth
time.
"I thought you were a natural-born sailor," the young man at
the tiller smiled grimly. "But you don't seem to be enjoying om
Sunday sail. Maybe the 'lunch you packed didn't agree with you."
She raised her head from the spitting spray and looked greenly
at him. "It must be the current. I've never felt this way before."
She watched with envy the ant-sized stream of cars along the Lake
Shore drive. "Couldn't you just put me off here and let me walk
horne ?"
He laughed into the challenging wind, filling his chest barrel-full
of damp weed-and-fish flavored air. "I'll turn back if you want."
"Oh, no," she protested, with faint undertones of sarcasm, "don't
do that on my account. I wouldn't want to spoil your Sunday sail
for all the world."
He looked directly at her for the first time since she'd answered
his staccatto summons at the doorbell that morning. She blushed
at the hostility in his narrowed blue eyes. "Duck," he said. "We're
coming about." She slid down into the cockpit until the boom swept
clear. "Hold the helm," he ordered, "while I go fore to reef the
j ibsail."
She crawled aft to the stern sheets and took over the tiller from
him. She had to hang on with all her strength to keep the boat on
course. The lake was black beneath the choppy froth of whitecaps.
Leaden clouds scudded across the steely sky. The sun was some-
where yonder. She could see pale streaks of sun-drawing-water to
southward, but though it was mid-August, no rays of sun-warmth
penetrated her sweat shirt. A sharp, Septemberish wind whipped
through her short dark hair.
"Feel any better?" he asked as he cat-stepped aft along the port
gunwale, now angled 4S degrees above the churning water.
"Never felt W01"Sein my life," she grinned wanly at him, ready
to yield the tiller. "Hang on for a while," he said. "I'm tired. Be-
sides, it will keep your mind off your stomach." He sat down at her
feet and rested his head against her thigh. Sick as she was, she
wanted to cry for the way she'd hurt him. But it was too late now.
"How long will it take to get back?" She bent low over his high
tanned forehead so she would not have to shout against the wind.
"An hour or so," he answered, without opening his eyes. "Think
you'll live that long?"
"I know one thing," she countered. "I'll never drink any liquor
/
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the Saturday night before sailing with you on SuncIay. That is, if
you should ever take me sailing again, after the way I've been today."
There. It was set right squarely between them. The sail flapped
as her hand faltered on the tiller.
"Steady at the helm," he cautioned. She leaned on the tiller un-
til the sail firmed against the wind. "You and Bernie must have had
one hell of a time last night." His jaw muscles flexed, but he still
did not open his hooded eyes.
"Bernie?" She laughed hollowly. "Why, I was out with Johnny
and Harry and your old friend Mary. Vie closed up the Officers'
Club." She waited for him to say something.
"All I know is that when I called for you this morning, Bernie
was just leaving."
"Looked real suspicious, didn't it?" she pouted, "I told you he
had just come over for breakfast, because I couldn't see him any
other time this weekend. What's the matter? Did you think he stayed
for breakfast?" She ran her free hand playfully through the thin
blond hair on top of his head. He reached up and pulled her down
in the cockpit beside him and kissed her hard and mean.
The C-boat swung in a crazy circle until he grabbed the helm
and set it back on course. Somehow, she knew that this would be
their last sail together. She bit her lip and breathed long and deep
to keep from heaving.
The Sisters
Diane S. Masters
JAN walked briSkly. to the door of her sister's home and peeredthrough the screen.
"Anybody home?" she yelled.
"I'm in the bedroom, Jan. Come on in," her sister answered.
Jan found Judy combing her hair. She was wearinz a navy linen
suit with a fitted jacket and a straight skirt. At her t11roat she had
fastened a small imitation rose. Her dark hair and the dark suit
made her pale delicate features seem even more pale and delicate.
"Just get up?" Jan inquired.
J ucly's look was damning. "I've been up over two hours," she
stated. "I took Tommy out to Bob's folks and then came right back
and started getting ready."
"Where're you going?" Jan wanted to know.
"St. Louis. Madge called this morning about ten. She has to
go over to see her mother and wanted someone to go with her."
"Well, for the love of Mike," said Tan disgustedly. "I didn't
drive fifteen miles just to turn around and go b~lCk! I wanted you
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to help with my wedding plans . . . the guest list and the reception
and . . . Didn't you get my letter?"
. "Day l_)efore yesterday," Judy assured her. "I tried to call you
this mornmg, but you had already left so there wasn't anything I
could do."
"But stay home," Jan snorted.
"I thought it would be a good chance to look at dresses; at least
we'll know what they have in stock," Judy went on talking, ignoring'
the comment. "1 laid some books out for you to glance over, and
could yO~l do a little picking up for me, Jan? We're having com-
pany tomght. Gads, here's Madge now."
She rushed around hunting out a pair of white gloves and a
handkerchief. "vVe shouldn't be gone more than three hours." Jan
followed Judy into the living room and sank down on the divan.
"Tell .Bob to pick up Tommy when he comes in frorn work." The
comment floated back to Jan on a breeze of 'Kiss Me' perfume and
Viv lipstick.
"Three hours, my foot," muttered Jan staring at the spot where
her sister had been standing. She stood up and surveyed the room.
It was quite messy: newspapers and magazines thrown around;
Bob's shoes on the floor where he hac! dropped them; small alumi-
num popcorn bowls and empty glasses adorning the endtables and
the TV set; Tommy's rocking horse in the middle of the floor; his
pajamas on the chair; his toys scattered everywhere.
"Small wonder," breathed Jan, "that she wanted me to do a little
picking up."
She collected the popcorn bowls and the glasses and carried them
to the kitchen. With breakfast dishes still on the table, at least two
days' dishes on the cabinets, and the stove piled high with dirty pans,
it looked worse than the living room.
II this be marriage, thought Jan, Cali [or nia, here I come!
Judy and Bob had been married six years ago, she figured. Judy
had done real well at first. She had kept the house decently clean,
had fixed breakfast at six every morning, and had tried hard to be
a good wife. Then their mother had died, and less than two months
later Judy had Tommy by Caesarean. That was the turning point,
Jan decided. After that, Judy was sick a Jot and couldn't do much,
so Bob pampered her endlessly. A dog fed liver on a silver plate for
nearly four years certainly wouldn't bark for a bone, thought Jan.
Why expect other than a dirty house and a carefree attitude from
Judy?
At five-thirty Jan stopped and took account of her work: beds
made, house picked up, dishes washed and put away, bathroom
cleaned, house dusted and cleaned. Not bad doings in such a short
time, she thought. Of course T0111111Ywasn't here. It'd have been
heck to look after him and try to clean house too.
A car pulled in the drive. Jan reached the side-porch just as
Bob was getti ng out 0 f the car.
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"Hi, brother," she hailed.
"Don't call me any brother of yours," he retorted. "Whore's
Judas ?"
"She went to St. Louis. Left orders for you to pick up Tommy
at your folks."
"Well, I'll be damned," he muttered. Then "How long 'til
supper ?"
"Hour or so, I guess," Jan replied. "If you're hungry, I'll fix
you a bite. I need the practice."
"No thanks. I think I'll go on out to Morn's. Maybe I can get
my pole fixed and do some fishing. Tell her I'll be in about eight."
"I don't blame you for refusing my cooking, but aren't you going
to have company?" she asked hesitantly.
"Hell with 'em," he said. "I'd rather have catfish for breakfast.
Throw me some old clothes down in the basement; I'd better change."
"Look, brother, I'm no slave."
"Throw me down some clothes, dammit, or I'll tell where you're
going on your honeymoon!" His eyes sparkled devilishly.
"Okay, you bum!" She saluted and marched to the bedroom
where she dug some old clothes out of the closet, wondering as she
did so whether or not Bob and her sister ever joked with each other
and if they were able to talk things over as she did with her fiance.
"BVD's, Levi's and T-shirt," she yelled at the basement door.
"Look out below!"
"Thanks a heap." The reply carne from below mingled with
splashing water.
Jan fixed herself a glass of iced tea and curled upon the divan
with a magazine. Bob honked the horn as he left, and being en-
grossed in an article called "Making Marriage Work," Jan merely
raised her glass in reply.
When she woke up, she saw Judy standing over her.
"Back already? It's only seven-thirty!" Jan sat up, rubbing the
sleep out of her eyes.
"Where's Bob?" asked her sister.
"Fishing," said Jan flatly.
"That idiot! I told him we were having company tonight. He's
got the mind of a two-year-old," Judy said sarcastically.
"N ow, look," started Jan.
"Oh, forget it. I don't want to hear it," snapped Judy. There
was a pause. "Did you do the ironing?"
"The ironing!"
"Don't get all excited! I just asked," said Judy. "Say, I saw
the cutest dresses at Reigel's. They were ballerina length. "
"Forget it," Jan interrupted. "I don't want to hear it."
And she left, slamming the door behind her.
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TRANSITION
Carla Harris
Somewhere . . . in the pre-awaking space
that follows the alarm clock's whirr . . .
and just before subconscious doors could close
I heard the hoarse ack-ack of ragged rusty crows.
Once more I greeted morning in an air-swept place,
seeing in the distance somber green of fir,
yellow-green of pasture, tawny gold. of oats
and on the live blue water, early fishers' boats.
Streaming through the morning, sun shed lavish grace-
and then I heard the next-door neighbors stir,
garbage emptied in the hall,
milkwagon clattering . . . a newsboy's call.
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The Mask of Maria Pia
Dona Selig
ALT[-lOl!(~H it is s~id that: the passage of ==. ten~s to. dull t.h.eemotional reaction to events of the past, It IS still with trepi-
dation that I reopen the doors of memory on the days of my
youth and the time of my marriage to the Black Duke. However,
in the interest of those who will follow after me, and in order that
they shall avoid the pitfalls that plagued my path, I shall endeavor
to set down in concise, chronological order the events that led up to
the fall of the Castle Diedra and what shall be, with my death, the
extinction of the House of Anzalone.
I was born on the Island of Ibiza in the Mediterranean Sea in
the year of our Lord 1647. I spent my early childhood at play with
my older sister Angelique on the warm, sandy beaches of our estate.
My father was the middle son of a well-to-do Catalonian family who
had shown such aptitude at his studies that he had been accepted at
court and eventually appointed governor of our island. My mother
was of French descent, and it was from her that I inherited the
curse of fair hair and blue eyes.
When I was sixteen years old, my tUtOI-was dismissed as it was,
in those times, not considered proper for young ladies to be too well
educated. In his place my father hired old Maria Pia to act as
duenna for Angelique and me. It was with the advent of the old
woman that I first felt the terror that was to become the living es-
sence of my li fe and from which, today, I see no escape save death.
It was Maria Pia who brought the forces of evil into our contented
home and turned it into a shrine for the celebration of the Black
Mass.
It all began with the sudden illness of AngeJique. She had al-
ways had the dark, vibrant beauty of my father's people and the en-
ergy and industry typical of the native Catalonian, Now, suddenly,
she became pale and listless, preferring her couch in the shade of
the olive trees to the sunny beaches by the sea. Where before she
had been the instigator of merriment at our supper table, now she
preferred to have Maria Pia bring her a tray in the quiet of her
apartments. The thing which really caused us alarm, however, was
her refusal to accept the court of Don Percio Hernandez, a young
man for whose attentions she had shown a marked desire in the past.
It was in the festival days before the celebration of Lent that I
sat in the large chamber that we shared, reading to Angelique from
the works of the English poet, Shakespeare. Suddenly our father
knocked at the door and asked to be admitted. I hurriedly spread a
coverlet over Angelique, who had thrown back the drapes as it was
exceedingly warm, and begged him to enter. Maria Pia, who had
been rnending a lace shawl, rose ancl curtsied as he came through the
cloor, then slipped behind the portier onto the balcony. From this
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vantage point she could hear all that transpired without being ob-
served.
"Good morning, Bianca," he nodcled to me; then, crossing the
r00111,he picked up the wan hand of Angelique and seated himself
on the edge of her bed. "How is my Spanish rose this fine morn-
ing?" He patted the hand and smiled into the dark eyes.
"I am fine, Father, only a bit tired. Perhaps I should not have
spent so much time over my rosary this morning, for my knees are
truly weak. This evening I shall tell my beads from my bed."
Angelique touched the cross that hung on the beads about a carved
point on the head of our bed. "I have prayed often for the return
of my strength, and I am sure Our Good Lady will listen to my
entreaties."
Father bowed his head. "If she does not heed the prayers of
such as you, Angelique, then 1 should believe that Heaven is ruled
by the devil."
As he spoke the blasphemous words, a sudden breeze whipped
the curtains from before the balcony, and for a moment I beheld a
face of such venomous evil that I did not realize for the time that I
had looked behind the mask of Maria Pia.
Theme and Variation I
Jane Bachman
THE air citing hot and sticky when Marie went back to work thatevening. She still had one story to write before the Thursdaymorning deadline and was trying to finish as quickly as possible.
About 6 o'clock that same evening, just around the corner, Mr.
Fink, or Shah as he was called by the townspeople, was transferring
his money from the cash register to a little bag.
"N ot much here, Marna," he called. "People do not interest
themselves in oriental rugs even in a resort town." He sighed to
Mrs. Fink as she padded up behind him in gray felt slippers.
"Never mind, Papa. vVe will make out," she smiled. He patted
her plump, clark hand and bustled off to put the money in the safe.
As he stooped to open the door, he heard a small rustling noise.
"l\IE1I11a,we've got mice again. Come and listen," he called.
Mrs . Fink did. Then she took the Shah's hand and quickly leel him
outside.
Mr. Blair ran lightly downstairs hom the apartment into the
office of the theater. FIe dabbed his forehead with a limp handker-
chief and wished he could afford air conditioning in the apartment
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too. He'd suggested jokingly to Ethel that they sleep in the theater
lobby that night. She hadn't been amused, he remembered, but then
she never was.
Should be a good crowd tonight even if the movie was third rate,
he mused. As he started for the ticket window, the phone rang. He
picked it up, swore softly, and then dropped it. He started for the
stairs and then ran back to the safe. Swiftly he pulled out as much
money as he could and stuffed it into his briefcase.
Upstairs, Mrs, Blair with her Angora cat under one arm, stood
sipping a drink and looking out the window.
"Another evening alone, Puss," she saicl. "Our neighbors are
gone and things will be quiet for a change. Do you get tired of
them too, Puss?" she cooed. But the big cat jumped from her arms
and bounded across the rose carpet to the door. Mrs. Blair smoothed
her black linen dress and called, "Come here, Puss. You're all I've
got." The cat walked back and jumped to the window sill.
"There's that awful Mr. Jones across the street. Terrible and
fat. You don't let him pet you, do you, Puss?" The cat meowed
and ran to the door again. Mrs, Blair opened it, gasped, and started
quickly down the stairs.
Across the street Maxwell Jones sprawled on the front step of
Max's Bar and Grill. He wiped his red face and neck on his greasy
apron and peered upward for signs of rain.
"What lousy weather," he growled to no one in particular.
"What awful lousy weather." His eyes dropped and he saw Mrs.
Blair standing at the window. Nice lookin', that woman, if she was
heftier and younger, he thought. Trouble was, she 'jumped every
time you looked at her. Funny thing about her and that cat. She
even brought it along when she came for a drink in the afternoon.
"Sure don't look like rain. l-Iard to tell though." He squinted
at the sky above the theater, stood up, and then started to run across
the street.
Marie stepped from the office to see if there might be a faint
breeze. She thought she smelled smoke. The sky over the theater
looked faintly gray-still she couldn't be sure.
She phoned Mr. Blair. The answer she got from him was for-
givable under the circumstances, she supposed. She grabbed pencil
and paper and ran out the door.
As Marie rounded the corner, she bumped into the Shah and his
wife clragging rugs onto the sidewalk. Smoke was pouring from
the roof of the building and people were shouting and running. She
j umped across a small rug and scanned the gathering crowd, C011-
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scions now of sirens and streams of water. Someone yelled, "Get
back, lady!" and she tripped over a fire hose and was caught by a
fireman who shouted, "Get them out!" By this time, ruddy flames
had eaten out the windows of the apartment above the Shah's place.
She ran across the street and looked up in time to see the apart-
ment floor crash into the rug shop. Maxwell Jones jerked her out
of the way of another fire hose and yelled, "Ya can see it better
fr0111my place!" He was right. Three fire hoses were aimed at the
roof of the Blair's apartment and black smoke churned inside the
windows.
"Is everybody out?" she asked breathlessly. Max nodded and
pointed to Mr. Blair who was standing apart from the crowd clutch-
ing his briefcase.
"Mrs, Blair?" Marie yelled. Max shrugged and then they heard
a scream. A figure in black darted from the middle of the street
into the theater.
"The fool woman must a gone back after her cat." Maxwell
cursed and started after her.
At the same time, Marie saw the Shah run from his little pile of
rugs toward the theater. Max reached the frantic woman first and
then Marie couldn't see for a minute. She ran forward alrnost to
the opposite curb and the scorching flames. Mrs. Blair was strug-
gling with lVIax. She shouted something to him and suddenly he let
go of her arms and she stumbled and disappeared into the building.
The Shah started after her waving his fat arms. Marie heard a
gasp and saw Mrs. Fink standing beside her, eyes wide and hands
clasped. .
Firemen dragged the Shah back into the street and he went to-
ward the three of them shaken and tired.
Suddenly the final crash came, and a hush from the crowd. The
front of the building was ablaze. Max, his face ashen, went to stand
beside Marie.
"Mr. Blair, where is he?" sobbed Mrs. Fink. Sitting on the curb
a little away from them, staring into the fire, sat Mr. Blair. Beside
him curled the big cat carefully licking her paws.
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I CAUGHT A RAINDROP
I caught a raindrop
Crystal-clear
On my palm,
And it dried.
I felt a sunbeam
Ember-warm
On my cheek,
And it cooled.
I tucked a blossom
Morning-fresh
In my hair,
Ancl it died.
I hold your love
Springtime-live
In my heart,
And I fear.
--LUCI,\ VVALTON
MANUSCRIPTS
WINTER SONG
She went into the quiet night,
And soft she heard the sounds of sleeping nature:
The rustling weeds above the snow,
A gentle murmur as the snowflakes blow
Fr0111 clouds that dim the winter moonlight.
She heard a car beyond the hill,
And from the cattle barns, a rhythmic lowing,
The mournful howl of a neighbor's hound;
And, through her own breathing (it, too, a sound),
Her footsteps, soft on snow, and still.
To find a peaceful, sleeping world,
She left the evening's chores and children's clamor:
Returning, solaced by moonlight,
She found her house surrendered to the night,
Her tight thought-banners all unfurled,
-CARLi\ HARRIS
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Mrs. Teale
Ruth Paller
As THEY reached the top of the beach steps, they saw himstretched out in the shade of the locust tree in front of thehouse, a mangy, tan German shepherd, blinking age-bleared
eyes at them.
"He's come back. Schnapps has corne back, Mom," Timmy
cried. "Mrs. Teale said he'd be home for something to eat."
"So he is, Timmy. You go on in the house and take your shower.
I promised Mrs. Teale I'd get some dog food from her cottage and
feed him if he came home before she did."
It had been before eight that morning when the landlady had
knocked on the door of the rambling beach house she had rented to
the Martins for the summer.
"The taxi is waiting to take me to work," she had apologized
for waking them. "I can't find old Schnapps anywhere. It's too
hot to leave his food outside." She handed Mrs. Martin a key. "If
you see him before I get back, would you get his food from my
place? I would so appreciate it."
She WClS dressed for town in a long-sleeved voile dress with
large lavender dots. A wide pink straw hat, garlanded with fuchsias
sat on her white pompadour. Her soft, creased old lady'S face, hair,
and hat were swathed in a lavender veil, tied on top of the flowers.
She looked like a left-over Easter baskety Mrs. Martin thought.
Mrs. Teale made her way down the steps, then turned on the
sidewalk. "I almost forgot. How is the poison-ivy acting?"
"Like poison-ivy," Mrs. Martin laughed ruefully. "It itches.
I'm going to have the doctor give me another shot today."
Mrs. Teale shook her head. "I do wish you would let me read
to you from Mary Eddy Baker tonight. I have helped so many
folks with Science thinking. You must think health. Disease is not
reality. Health and love-these are the realities."
The taxi honked.
_ "I must run," she said, flustered. "You won't forget Schnapps.
He's all the folks I have. The Gro-pup is in the kitchen somewhere.
I'm still not quite all put away after moving out of the big house
yesterday."
"Don't worry. I'll find it," Mrs, Martin assured her.
"Thank you." The old lady climbed into the taxi, then put her
head out the window. "Remember, think health, and it will be given
to you." '-
* * * *
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Mrs, Martin snapped her fingers and whistled, but the olel dog
paid no attention.
"Deaf too," she thought. "Well, I'll get the food ready anel
bring it out to him."
She fitteel the key into the lock of the tiny cottage at the back of
the yard. The door swung open to reveal a sitting r00111with drawn
curtains. By the dim green light which filtered through, she could
see how cramped the room was. The curved Victorian sofa, the
mahogany library table, and the warped spinet desk were crowded
against a rnantelpiece as though shifted in the process of cleaning.
But no cleaning hac! taken place. Dust coated the furniture and the
boxes and papers piled on it. There were boxes everywhere, stacked
in piles on the couch, on the tables, on the mantel-even in the fire-
place opening. Two waist high stacks of newspapers stood by the
winclow. Only one chair was cleared, a rose tapestry rocker, drawn
up in front of the cluttered television set.
Through the open bedroom door, Mrs. Martin could see the un-
made bed. On the floor was the box of shoes, Mrs. Teale had been
carrying out of the big house when the Martins had driven up the
day before.
Mrs .. Martin pushed open the swinging door to the kitchen. A
cloud of flies swarmed up from the sink where breakfast dishes and
a frying pan soaked. On the drain-board, strawberry baskets and
empty cottage cheese cartons were stacked. In the top carton, canta-
loupe seeds were drying.
The kitchen table was covered with cartons-eggs, corn-flakes,
noodle soup, process cheese, pancake mix, sugar, soap flakes, steel
wool-the poor soul really hadn't had time to arrange her kitchen.
Finding no dog fooel on the table, Mrs. Martin examined the
cabinet tops. There were cans and jars or soups and beans, peaches,
apricots, milk, but no dog foocl. Mrs. Martin opened a cabinet.
There it was. Four giant economy sizeel boxes of Gro-pup. ~t1t
they were all empty. She saw that the shelves were croweled with
opened cartons and cans. But there was nothing in any of them.
She chewed a finger-nail and looked thoughtfully toward the
sitting r00111. Finally, she tossed her head and went back in. She
opened the top box of the pile on the table. Inside, the tissue paper
was neatly foldecl over-nothing. She opened six boxes in succes-
sion. All empty.
She brushed by a stack of newspapers and her elbow knocked off
a foot high pile. She bent to pick them up and her eye was C<l~lght
by a headline in the Christian Science M om:tor-"Nazi Cr iminals
Convicted." Good grief! That was ten years ago.
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She shrugged in bewilderment and returned to her search for
food for Schnapps. In the dark back entry, she thought she recog-
nized another Gro-pup box, Starting toward it, she stubbed her toe
on a large grey enamel pan, hard to see in the dimness, It was full
of something. Tea bags. Hundreds of used Lipton tea bags, each
with its tag attached.
She shivered with a sudden chill. Then she picked up the Gro-
pup box and shook it. This was the one. Quickly she opened the
door and stepped gratefully out into the sunlight.
A Day at the Races
Lois H. Cole
AT LEAST they had been lucky to get such perfect weather fortheir day at the races, Ellen thought, even though she stillwished they had never accepted Don Parker's invitation. TOI11,
as usual, was betting-and losing-more than he had any right to.
Her eyes took in the colorfully crowded grandstand. It was an
unusually warm day for early May. The brilliant sun pouring down
from a cloudless sky heightened the contrast between dark-suited
men and more vividly garbed women in crisp whites. There was a
sprinkling of pastels, and the whole picture was punctuated here and
there by a dash of red in a hat, a scarf, or a gay bunch of flowers.
It was like a many-hued rainbow, mused Ellen, at the foot of which
everyone there was hoping to finc! the proverbial pot of gold.
The Willoughby track was beautiful this time of year. Multi-
colored tulips bloomed in horse-shoe-shaped flower beds opposite
the grandstand behind the finish line. Other geometric plots of
white candy tuft, edged with pansies, interrupted the solid carpet of
green turf in the center of the track. High-spouting fountains, sur-
rounded by rocks interlaced with lavender creeping phlox, tossed
their dancing water into the air to shimmer in a sparkling spray. As
a team of work horses finished dragging a flat triangle of wood
around the race track to s11100th it before the next race, Ellen
watched little eddies of dust rise briefly in the gentle breeze and
then settle back into the s11100th tan strip of earth.
"They're off!" yelled Tom Grennan excitedly, as the little doors
flew open in the barricade starting gate and the horses catapulted
forward like so many toys whose springs had suddenly been re-
leased. "~ow come on, Brigadoon, you're my baby!"
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Ellen watching him, thought bow much like a little boy he still
looked in spite of the tiny flecking of gray that only faintly tinged
the hair at his temples. He hadn't ever really grown up. She
studied his face that was free of lines, as if events had not touched
him deeply enough to leave their marie I-Ie loved all carefree ac-
tivities and poured himself into them with wholehearted abandon,
just as he was now participating with feverish excitement in the
horse race.
"1 hope you bet light on this one, Tom," Ellen said quietly at
his elbow, trying to make sure her voice did not carry to the other
couple sitting next to them. Her eyes took in the floor of the box,
where the evidences of Tom's extravagantly unsuccessful betting
lay scattered in it vari-colored confetti of torn-up tickets.
"Oh, don't be a spoil sport, Ellen," Tom snorted without lower-
ing the field glasses as he intently followed the racing path of the
horses going around the far turn of the track. "One good winner
will make me well," he assured her.
"Hmrn," she said.
"Damn that jockey, he ought to be whipping him in. He's drop-
ped back to fourth position. Oh God!" Tom groaned as the rhyth-
mic clop of the hooves went by on the track below and he saw his
choice finish in fifth position. He ripped his betting ticket in half and
flung it to the cluttered floor, and then stooped over to pick up a
half-filled highball glass and drained its contents in a few quick
gulps,
"Be a good girl and lend me $50. I guess I didn't bring as much
cash with me as I thought." Tom held his hand out to Ellen in
anticipation of the money.
But the only indication that she had even heard him was the
noticeable tightening of her jaw, as she clenched her teeth to hold
back the flood of annoyance she wanted to avoid expressing here.
"Okay, if that's the way you're going to be," T0111shrugged his
shoulders ancl turned his attention to a large plaid thermos bucket
in one corner of the box. He filled his empty glass with ice and
then poured the amber liquor over it from a bottle DonF'arker
handed him.
Ellen never could see why Don continued to invite them down
for the opening of the racing season at Willoughby. She could
understand how the two men had found common grounds for C0111-
radeship in the suspended vacuum kind of relationship of fraternity
and college life. Even though their personalities and interest were
totally di fferent, she could see that the more sedate nature of Don
had found relief and pleasure in Tom's humour and in his lacka-
daisical, fun-loving manner. She knew by heart all the stories of
pranks and scrapes the two men still reminisced uproariously over
each time they got together. The difference was that Torn had
.:
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never really progressed beyond those days .. She. fail.ed to see why
Don Parker, now a successful lawyer, senous 11l his outlook and
pursuits, wanted to maintain contact with Tom, who had bounced
unsuccessfully from one job to another, and who still preferred his
light-hearted sophomoric diversions. Her husband's only claim to
fame seemed to be that he had married the daughter of the wealthi-
est man in Bradford, who had so little respect for his son-in-law that
he wouldn't even keep him in his business.
Ellen recalled her surprise when the annual invitation had corne
from Don a few weeks ago. She had rather expected him to use
his recent divorce as a good excuse to break the routine. But the
usual warm letter had arrived, and the only change she had noted
was his comment that he was looking forward to their joining him
and his date, Jane Fotheriugharn.
She studied Don now, as he and his effervescent little blond
companion pored over the racing form together, trying to make an
inspired selection for the next race. His careful, studied approach
to the sporting event at hand, she thought, was what she would have
expected from just looking at his serious face and conservative
though expensive manner of dress. Earlier in the afternoon Ellen
had decided that his relationship to the Fotheringham girl, who was
obviously much younger than he, was just a casual one. \i\T arching
his occasional forced efforts at flip conversation and light humour,
which he seemed to be dusting of I from an earlier stage of his life,
she guessed it was no easy thing to readjust one's self to the old pat-
tern of having dates and all the forced pleasantries and trivial spar-
ring it involved. She wondered if Don felt this awkward readjust-
ment was worth even the freedom he had gained from Beth's neuro-
tic bickering after twenty years of his life with her.
. The blare of the bugles announcing post time for the next race
mterrupted Ellen's thoughts. In spite of her wretched irritation at
1'0111, she found herself thrilling as she always did to the exciting
pageantry of the race scene. She could feel the heightened tense-
ness in the stands as people bent over their programs, jotting down
last minute calculations designed to produce the magic winning
answer. Yellow lights winked on the scoreboard, adj usting the
numbers to the latest change of odds. Pencils remarked and re-
figured, and she watched men and women scurry towards the in-
terior of the grandstand where they could place their last-minute
bets. She looked clown at the track and watched the sleek, smoothly
curried horses making their way in a leisurely, straggling line to-
wards the starting point. There were glistening dark brown ones
that seemed almost black, some that were reddish chestnut, and a
single mottled gray-all moving forward gracefully, their legs mov-
1l1g rhythmically, their tightly braided tails standing out sti f fly be-
hind them, and carrying their jockeys in vari-colored silk shirts and
breeches. Ellen marveled that SOOI1 these loungin')" jockeys and re-
laxed animals would be trans formed by the startirJO" siznal into ab b
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wildly pounding onrush of flying figures.
"See you later, Lady Bountiful," Tom sarcastically muttered as
he stood up a bit unsteadily and walked out of the box. Ellen tried
to ignore his accusing look. She realized he still might have enough
money to head for the bar, or perhaps he hoped at tbis last minute
to run into someone near the ticket windows who would lend him
money to bet on this last race. She found it really no longer
mattered.
Market Day
David W. Heard
TrEED of sitting in the loaded fruit truck, Jonathan decided tojoin the ch<~ttering thr~l.:gs of labourers milling through. the
huge open-cur market. I he bedlam of different tongues rrsmg
high in the air seemed to float away with the combining odors of
men, animals, and the clear sweet smell of freshly picked grapes.
As he turned through the olel, seldom used packing shed, J 0~1a-
than's entrance brought a sudden stillness over a group of talking
men. The pungent sickly aroma of clagga assailed his nostrils as he
walked in. His heavy farm boots rineinv loudly on the floor made
him think of the absurdity of why tbe "'O"anO" of labourers should
suddenly quiet at the sight of a white man. '" E~en if they were smok-
ing the illegal drug clagga, he was not the law anyhow .. The preg-
nant silence was broken by a sudden vehement curse in Basuto.
"White man, my knife is yours today!"
Jonathan, turning quickly, noted that the gang of loafers had
split fast in anticipation of a fight, some blocking the sun-lit dC!0r
through which his safety lay, others forming behind the leader like
vultures awaiting the kill. Involuntarily backing towards the wall
for what little protection it offered, he recognized the leader <:5 a
tall, lean mulatto with a badly pock-marked face who had been Iired
from his farm several months ago as a trouble-maker and habitual
drug addict. .
Unarmed he saw the futility of trying to bluff his way 0~1t. ThIS
would have to be a quick knifing so they could scatter into the
crowds for protection.
The mulatto, his pupils contracted to pinpoints and blinc~wit~1 the
evil smoke, mouthed venomous curses as he sawed the air WIth a
razor-sharp packing kni fe, stirring himsel f up into the kil~ing" frenzy.
Jonathan jerked back fast as the knife came across at hIS nbs 111 a
feinting slash. The mulatto, arms shoulder high for the next .deadly
thrust, stiffened as a light thud stilled him for a second. HIS e~es
and head lowered to look at his left armpit. The sight of a slim
/.:
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hilted throwing kni Ie deeply embedded in his chest wall broke the
spell. With a fleeting rush of feet the vultures fled, and the huge
figure of Jonathan's faithful baas-boy Zambie appeared from the
far doorway. Shakingly Jonathan knelt by the side of the writhing
man. The shadow of death had dispelled all the clouds of madness
from the stricken man's eyes. The writhing stopped as his eyes fo-
cused on the kneeling white man's face.
In his native tongue he said quietly, "I was a fool to forget the
shadow always behind you."
His next breath ended with blood welling out of his mouth in a
crimson gush, staining his dirty shirt and coarsely matted chest hairs.
Jonathan straightened up. "Go find a policeman, Zambie," he
ordered quietly.
"Yes, Bwana," Zambie said, plucking loose his murderous knife
and carefully wiping off the blood on the dead man's trousers.
Childhood
Diane S. Masters
AUNT JEAN lived in the country, and Connie was visiting her andUncle Joe for a whole week. Better than that, Durbin wascoming, and Aunt Jean had said he would arrive just any
minute.
Connie sat down on the long narrow front porch and looked
around the yard. She loved everything about the farm: the big
maple trees in the front yard, the smell of the clover fields and the
fresh hay, the bright blue sky with its puffy clouds, the warm foamy
milk Uncle Joe squirted into her mouth when he milked 01' Jersey.
Something cold and hard poked her hand, and she felt a gentle
thumping on her leg.
"Hi, Poochie."
Girl and dog exchanged solemn brown-eyed glances. Poochie
turned around and nudged Connie with his rump. Obediently, the
girl scratched and rubbed the dog's back. Pooch thanked her with
a wet lick and ran off after an imaginary rabbit. Connie sighed.
"Guess I'll count birds 'til Aunt Margaret brings Durb," she
murmured.
'Presently a cloud of dust warned her 0 f their arrival. She
jumped up and ran to the sidedoor. "Aunt Jean! Aunt Jean! He's
here!" she yelled, and without waiting for a reply, she ran to the gate.
Durbin hopped out of the car, lugging his suitcase and waving
goodbye to his mother. I~Ie dropped the bag beside the [lump and
greeted his cousin.
"1~Ii, cuz."
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"Hi, Durb."
He took her hand and led her to the barn. They climbed into the
hayloft and sat on the haystacks, saying nothing. Durbin took a
straw and, stretching out on his stomach, began to chew it. Connie
did the same. They lay motionless: the two dark-eyed, dark-haired
cousins in jeans and plaid shirts, drawn together in unspoken friend-
ship.
"I counted birds 'til you got here," Connie ventured. "There
were twenty-seven sparrows, eleven robbins, two crows, and four
buzzards."
"Buzzards ?"
"Buzzards," she repeated. "Down by the quarry."
"Let's go."
They climbed down from the loft and walked single file across
the barnyard, Durbin leading. At the horse trough they stopped.
The trough was lined with green slime. Durb reached in and loosen-
ing a piece from the side, he examined it closely. .
"What's that?" Connie asked.
"I dunno. Feels slick-like. Feel it."
"Nope."
"Scairdy-cat," he taunted.
Connie picked up a stick and pried a bit more of the slime loose.
"It's bubbly. Is it good to eat?"
"Naw, silly .... You girls sure are dumb."
"Well, pepper grass tastes good and so does clover and hay,"
she said.
"They're plants."
"What's that?"
"I dunno."
N a longer interested,
path; Connie followed.
fence into the cornfield.
"I'll go first," he said. "You trail me."
IIe entered cautiously, trying not to brush against the tall stalks.
Connie waited until she heard him give a wolf howl, then dropped
on hand and knees and peered beneath the drooping leaves. Durb111
was no where in sight. She crawled along expertly, turning to the
right or the left to follow his intermittant calls. She emerged at the
opposite side of the cornfield two fence posts to his right.
"You're getting gooder," he commented.
"Better," she corrected.
"You didn't miss me far anyhow."
The quarry was straight ahead over a steep
with milkweed and thistles. As they reached
flapped heavily into the air in front of them.
::Let's go bad;:, Durb." ,
Aw, you scairdy-cat. 1HI not scaired."
She did not move or reply.
/
he turned and walked slowly down the
They crawled through the barbed-wire
hill covered densely
the top, a buzzard
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"Aw, come 011. I won't let 'ern getcha." And going back for
her, he again took her hand, leading her down the steep slope to the
water's edge. "There it is. It's a calf." I-Ie pointed to a lump of
hide and bones and crimson flesh. "Stinks don't it?"
"It's terrible," she gasped. She hid her eyes and turned away.
"Shoulda brought my slingshot. I'd pop that old buzzard one."
"He'd pop you one, too," declared Connie, still hiding her eyes.
"They don't eat nothing but dead stuff, stupid.. . Hey!"
His voice rose with excitement. "Hey, Connie! Look here !"
"What ?" she asked, peeping between her fingers.
"A tumblebug."
"vVhere ?"
"Right there! Look!"
The two bent down to watch the bug struggling along the bare
earth.
"What's he pushing?" Connie asked.
"Manure."
"Why's he push backwards?"
" 'Cause he pushes with his backlegs."
"Oh. . . . vVhy's he called a tumblebug ?"
" 'Cause he rolls up in a ball when you touch him."
"Oh .... What's he do with that stuff?"
"Eats it."
"Eats it!"
"Yeh .... Say, you hungry?"
NOTION
Carla Harris
Isn't it ironic
That friendships cultivated so to blossom
As romance, tender love, or la grande passion
Remain platonic;
While casual gestures toward the lads or lasses
You'd just as soon be pals with, often pass as
L'amour embryonic?
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What Constitutes Good Music?
Cynthia White
WHAT are the q.t~alitie:5 in music which disti.nguish th.e gr~atfrom the mediocre f What makes a musical selection live
for hundreds of years, always maintaining an appeal, re-
gardless of the changes which occur in human cultures? To the con-
noisseur of music or to the professional musician, there are, no
doubt, many technical aspects which account for the relative merits
of compositions. But to the person who has limited technical knowl-
~dge of music, these qualities are not determining factors in the en-
joyrnent, stimulation, and inspiration that music gives him. I-Ie
listens to music for its beauty of tone, rhythm, and melody, and
for its emotional value.
Music of deep emotional intensity is the reflection of its com-
poser's feelings. Only if the composer has a sincere emotion to
express is his work inspiring to others. I am convinced that all
worthwhile music can be traced to its origin in a profound spiritual
state of its composer. Folk music, originated by untrained musi-
cians, is often fil1ed with surprising power because it is a sincere
expression of the uncomplicated reactions of simple people to joy
or pain. Our American Negro spirituals are an example of a par-
ticularly beautiful type of folk music. Listening to them, one can
vicariously experience the misery of slavery, the peace of uncom-
plicated faith, and the joy of an uninhibited imagination. Patriotism
motivated Chopin's musical genius. A deep understanding of his
countrymen's characteristics and needs stirred Liszt. Schubert found
inspiration in romantic love. And it must have been an almost un-
equaled religious experience which gave voice to Handel's "Messiah."
I believe that its basis of sincere emotion and its ability to stir
its hearers are the two principal qualities determining the worth of
music. Not every composition which has become a classic is perfect
in technical structure; and I have heard certain selections judged
flawless in form which have not lived because they had no deep
feeling. A melody may be lovely but superficial; a rhythm may be
attractive but monotonous; a tone may be brilliant but uninspired.
As is true of literature, to be truly great, music must have a univer-
sal meaning, a variety of possible interpretations, and a foundation
of truth. Again as with lirerature, to truly appreciate fine music
an individual must earnestly work at developing a taste for it. He
must listen to what is considered great with a mincl open to receive
it. If he is honest with himself and has the necessary intellectual
equipment, he can obtain some form of emotional experience from
every fine work, for this characteristic they all have in common:
they were born in, and therefore can reproduce, profound and sin-
cere emotion.
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The Farm
Keith Shields
As I sat by the creek, separated from the surrounding cornfieldsand imposing distant hillside by a few peacefully grazing cows
and a rusty, net-like wire fence with gray, knotty posts, I
watched the autumn wind undulate through the knee-high golden-
brown summer grasses and let it blow my hail- into whorls and
tangles. I saw the butterflies flutter down into their congregation
in the sand beside the tinkling, rippling creek mumbling over sub-
merged rocks, and I watched them tilt and balance in an attempt to
stay earth-bound while the wind teased their great capes of yellow in
the mid-day sunlight of the harvest season. The 1?10Vement of a
swiftly gliding shadow crossed the log embedded 111 the opposite
bank of the creek, movinz smoothly across the creek and past me as
if the rhythm of the wil~d had ~an-ied it 011. High abov~, dipping
and diving softly through the arr, foul- black buzzards cncled and
aimed toward the wood on the crest of the hill. I looked for a Ions-
time at the hills that began 011my grandfather's farm and stretched
themselves grandly in gTeat bounds and tumbles of deep g~llIies and
high banks toward the southeast. A few trees stoo~l plain on the
outline of the hilltop as definitelyorange, othe.rs having Just begun
to appear light yellow and. the maJo.nty remall1l1lg stubbornly green,
contrasting themselves WIth the fields below them and the dry
grasses at the bases of their black trunks. These were the same
woods I had tramped through as a small boy and the same hill that
I had mountain-climbed successfully many times in my childhood
fantasies. It is a sad feeling one has when he can smell the autumn
dryness from the fields; but it is a deeper sadness that knots itself
in the middle of one's body when he realizes that the warm clays of
childhood are also in the season that has gone before. Nevertheless,
the smells, the wind, the slow movements around me, the smack and
taste of autumn, gave me a sense of depth and relaxation.
The farm had always meant an added expansion, a feeling of
belonging, a closeness of horne without boundaries to me. From the
earliest memories of my life the farm had been a playground, a vast-
ness whose depths my imagination could only hope to explore. To
a three-year-old mind it held the challenge, the conquest, and the re-
ward of the universe. As I grew older such romantic thoughts
caIrned, but the fifty-acre farm remained a place to prove myself.
The farm animals-about fifty chickens, ten cats, three cows, two
calves, and one dog-were companions or enemies as the mood pos-
sessed me. No epic no romance no drama was too intricate to be
attempted on my gra'ndfatber's fa;-m. Dy the time .r l-eached adoles-
c~n~e my surnrnr-r visits were as necessary a part of the year as
Christmas .. My privileges were understood-the freedom of the farm
was mine. My responsibilities were self-imposed. It was easy to
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view work as means to an end when, after my countless trips to the
hen house with a bucket of corn in one hand and a bucket of water
in the other, my grandmother hied chicken f01· my last supper be-
fore I went home to the city. Regardless of how many buckets of
water I had carried to the calf in the upper pasture, how many
times I had sprung out of bed at five o'clock in the morning, or how
many times I had fallen into the creek trying to rescue the kitten
that could always follow me across the stepping stones but could
never follow me back, I would rather have seen my father's car ex-
plode by the horse trough than go back to the city.
It was more than my freedom and personal pleasure that made
my annual pilgrimage to the farm so successful. My grandfather,
an airplane mechanic in the first world war, my o-rancll110ther, an
old-fashioned country girl who had left school in tl~ sixth grade to
marry my grandfather, and my aunt Catherine, the only one of five
daughters who had never left home, lived together in the five-room
farm house. The household, fr0111my point of view, was one of
complete harmony. My grandfather was undoubtedly the head of
the farm, with his stubborn decisions backed by crippling years of
hard experience. He would sit in his chair by the side of the house,
smoking his cigarette and telling me fascinatinv stories, some true
and some mostly fiction; yet he told them all with that philosophical
sternness that grandfathers are so accustomed to. My grandmother,
who did all the cooking, was a quiet, peaceful soul with large laugh-
ing eyes and an imploring tone to her voice that could charm mad
dogs. Her knowledge of the culinary arts was as broad as her waist-
line. My aunt was an innocent creature who reminded me in many
ways of the hei fer calves that came every fall. She knew everything
there was to know about the farm animals she raisecl, and used her
knowledge in every practical way, She was great in industry, but
could always stop to answer my questions with patience and earn~st
instruction. She would discuss many of the farm problems with
me, making me feel more adult and capable than I really was. ;\ f-
ter the day had finished and the milking was taken care of, we would
all sit tozether in the side yard not fi fty feet from the clark hulk
b , . l'of the barn whose hay mound ventilator gaped like a huge anima s
mouth. Sitting there between my gl·anclparents, opposite my aunt,
while stars twinkled in the pitch-purple of night above us, I felt
secure.
Now, as I walk the familiar dusty lane, past the crisp tanned
cornstalks that rub their leaves hollow-soundina aO"ainst one an-
D h I'other, past the unused hog-house toward the barn and bouse, I rea l,ze
that this farm has been a greater single influence on my yersonallty
and mind than anything else outside my immediate falTJ1ly. It has
instilled within me a love for the great outdoors that I hope I shall
never lose. It was Illy first teacher of responsibility, showil:g 1:1enot
only how to take on responsibility but also the pride and feeling of
accomplishment that goes with a job well clone. The people on this
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farm have meant as much to me in the forming of good traits as my
own parents. I am thankful that the farm has given me such a
relationship and such a firm foundation on which to continue grow-
ing, both physically and mentally.
Hurricane
George Russell
TH.E hurricane struck the .town with all the forc~ of a tigel: attack-Ing Its prey. It leapt upon the community with dernonlike fury
and chewed and clawed its way up the main street and across
~he residential district. The steel water tank went down as though
It had been struck by a mighty, sweeping paw. Trees that hael wi.th-
st?ocl the ravages of many lesser storms toppled before the roaring
wind, The town hall's clock tower was crumpled as if it had I_)een
caught 111 the crush of monstrous jaws, while the beloved old time-
piece that had chimed every hour for a century lay in a heap of
rubble, whining and clanging its death knell in harmony with the
howling tempest.
Sudden!y the tiger broke off his mauling. The. winds died, and
the torrential downpour subsided to a drizzle; but It was as though
the tiger were only teasing his prey. For, as the t~wn began to re-
vive and the eye of the hurricane rnovecl on, the big cat reattacked
and again fastened his claws in the town's back, ripping and tearing
everything that he had not destroyed in his first charge. He picked
up t~lepl:one poles, roofs, automobiles, and scattered them across .the
CIty:In pIles. of toothpick-sized splinters and in gasoline-soaked piles
of Junk. Fmally, the tiger released his hold on the town and moved
off toward the everglades in search of a new victim.
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The Voting Age Should Be Eighteen
Bob Doyal
ONE of the most widely debated subjects in America today iswhether or not the voting age should be lowered to eighteen.President Eisenhower stated in his State of the Union address
of 1954 that he thought it was necessary to lower the suffrage age
to eighteen. I agree wholeheartedly with the President on this sub-
ject. It is my conviction that if a person is old enough to lay down
his life for his country, he should have the privilege of voting for the
person who he thinks will do the best job in office.
The eighteen-year-old has many other responsibilities; why not
that of voting? The law enables the age group of eighteen to twenty-
one to marry and raise a family. Therefore, why should this group
not be able to elect the officials who pass the laws that their children
will have to obey? The eighteen-year-old has the privilege of driv-
ing his automobile on American highways. He pays taxes which are
spent for roads, street repairs, and super-highways. Why should he
not have the right to vote for the federal, state, and local govern-
ments which control the spending of this money? This is taxation
without representation, which is against our American principles.
Opponents of this point of view say that the eighteen-year-old
does not have the education to prepare him for voting. However,
the fact is that this age group has a far better educational program
than did the person of equal age one hundred sixty-seven years ago
when the Constitution was written.
Today, the teenager has the advantage of watching the political
parties present their views on television. He has the opportunity to
read the facts in newspapers and magazines, just as the older in-
dividual does .
.Moreover, the younger vote would balance the political power of
older voters. Statistics show us that in 1857, 4.1 per cent of the
American population eligible for voting was sixty years of age or
older; and it is predicted that in 1960, 13 per cent of the population,
or more, will be over sixty. It is necessary that we have more
younger voters so that the power of government will be distributed
between the young and the old. If this balance occurs, the Op1l11OnS
of both will be heard, so that a greater number of people will be
served by the government. .
In summary, it is my opinion that the eighteen-year-old should
have the power to vote because he has the same responsibilities, the
same education, and the same obligation to the government as the
person who is now of voting age.
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The Voting Age Should Not Be Eighteen
David Flowers
A PERSON eighteen years of age should not be allowed to vote, be-cause he is not capable of voting wisely. A youth knows littleabout legislative issues; he is easily influenced by others; and
as a whole, he does not have a genuine interest in politics.
A person of this age makes few important decisions for himself.
He has completed twelve years of education, during which he has
had little opportunity to put his leadership ability to work. No per-
son who has not had the chance' to make important decisions pre-
viously is capable of casting a vote wisely.
/
At the age of eighteen, a person is not directly affected by the
government to any great extent. I-Ie does not come directly in con-
tact with the various laws of labor and taxation. A person at the
age of twenty-one is affected by some of these governmental actions;
however, the eighteen-year-old is not.
At this age, the youth can be influenced easily by his parents or
by politicians. He is still under his parents' influence, and he would
readily accept their political beliefs without thinking about them him-
self. A person who does not think for himself can hardly be con-
sidered a wise voter.
There al-e very few teenagers who are interested in politics or
who even pay attention to them. What are the di fferences between
the parties? Who are the candidates? Is their party united? These
are questions which can be answered only by a minority of the teen-
agers. Some of them have not even thought about the questions;
others do not have their minds made up as to what is the best solu-
tion. The minor would jump at the chance to vote, but very few
would take the needed time and effort to prepare for voting. This
country cloes not need voters who are making their decisions as they
mark the ballots. It needs voters who have their minds made up and
are ready to back their decisions with supporting evidence.
A person who is uninterested, easily influenced, inexperienced in
making decisions for himsel f, and uneducated in the subject is hardly
the person America needs to solve its voting problems.
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A Signpost on the Road Traveled
Edward Kennedy
INTHE year 1943, by the grace of Goel and the passage of time, Iwas in high school. My pa1:ents began to express the feeling
that a boy of twelve years, with an abundance of energy, should
contribute to the family income. Motivated by my parents' point 0 f
view, I set out to seek employment.
This was one time in my life when good fortune smiled in 111y
behal f. Only three days had elapsed since T began my search for
suitable employment when I saw a sign in the window of the local
newspaper office, "Apprentice Wanted !"
I realized that the advantage which I had gained by seeing the
sign first might vanish with the next boy who came along the street.
I decided it was necessary to make application within the hour. With
my hair combed, my ears cleaned, and my shoes shined-which ]
soon discovered was wasted effort-I attempted to present myself
to Mr. Henson, the owner.
The occasion differed from the job interviews which we rehears-
ed at school. None of those behind-closed-cloors formalities were in
evidence. When I entered the shop, I asked to see .!VIr. Hen~on
about the job he was offering. The thin, cadaverous man behind
the desk turned toward the back shop and yelled "Hey, George!
Some kid out here wants that job!" A reply came thundering back:
"I'm busy! 'fell him if he's willin' to work hard for four bucks a
week, come in Monday after school!" This outburst completed the
session, ane! with a meek "Thank you," I accepted the situation. I
had walked several blocks toward home before I realized that noth-
ing had been said about learning the printing trade, which was sup-
posed to be the primary advantage in this job. . .
During the weeks that followed, however, my duties and PrIVI-
leges were outlined in detail. I started by cleaning the presses, sweep-
ing the floor, and scraping brass rule. As time passed, and George's
confidence in my abilities increased, I was gradually advanced. to
jobs of increased responsibility. The first advancement was feeding
the little Chandler & Price, which was in the back corner of the
shop. The next week Ceorge requested my presence at the big
Miehle in the front window. The wealth of King Solomon could
not have replaced Iny delight when George told me to clim.b up on
the six-foot stool. I proudly shoved newsprint into the gap11lg Jaws
of the monster until the edition H111 was complete. .
As I grew more familiar with the routine of the shop, it became
my duty to clo the work alone in the back shop on many occasions.
George was always apologetic about his absences. He would say,
'T111 sorry I didn't get to help with the work yesterday, but I meet
so many mixed up people that: it takes all my time straightenin' 'em
out." .
/
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Another reason for his absence from duty was a bottle in the
shop. I cannot recall seeing George inebriated at any time. How-
ever, a few potions of cheer usually brought on philosophical lec-
tures and very little production. On one particular occasion, I no-
ticed that George was making trips to the rest ro0111at regular in-
tervals. This was a definite -indication that the "work-stopper" was
concealed within the confines of that two-foot by four-foot enclosure.
I decided to confirm my suspicion by looking for mysel f. It is quite
a task to conceal a sixteen-ounce bottle in an area of eight square
feet, but George had applied his best efforts. It was not uncler the
sink, and it was not behind the toilet. This baffled me temporarily.
I considered the possibilities briefly. Then I lifted the lid on the
toilet tank. There was "Old Grandad" bobbing in the cool water.
I remember also a time when George was in debt. The Spring-
field Paper Company, of Springfield, Missouri, had sent a statement
to George each month for several months. I suppose its patience
was wearing a bit thin. On this occasion, the statement was accom-
panied by a rather ill-tempered letter. George accepted this indig-
nity without a worcl. A few days later, he produced a reply which
he had prepared. The letter read:
Dear Sirs,
It is necessary for me to explain my bookkeeping
system so you can better understand our situation down
here.
We have a nail behind the front door. When a bill
comes in, we just put it on the nail. When we get in
some cash, we just reach under and pull off the bill
next to the door.
It is my pleasure to inform you that your bill tS
now second fr0111the wood.
Sincerely,
George T. Henson"
When I left that little Ozark community in 1947, I had mastered
the l1:echanics of printing to the extent that George was capable of
teac.hl11g them. Future experience proved that my knowledge of the
subject was far from complete. However, as I look back, I feel that
George taught me far more about printers than about printing.
The many things I can remember will always endear the "Cur-
rent Local" and its owner to me. It is hard to overlook the number
of boys who have received their start in life from George, or the
number of people on his payroll who just could not hold a job in
other shops. I remember also the money George would loan to the
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parasitic characters of the community. He knew it would never be
returned to him, not in cash, anyway.
As I review my apprenticeship uncler George from time to time,
I am amazed at the amount of his philosophy of life which has be-
come a part of me. His influence has gone out in many directions
from his little community in the form of partially trained printers
and partially developed philosophies.
Point Blank Observation
John Roberts
THE smal.l black pit made a deep impression upon my mind. Ithought of its great power and its ability to do great destruc-
tion. I wondered about its attributes and came to the conclu-
sion that there were none. The opening had a radius of only a quar-
ter of an inch, but it was sufficient to snuff out life. Peering clown
the hole, I could see the grooves that lined its inside. When I
thought that just a flick of the finger could make me an immortal,
s.weat dripped from my brow. . . . Not everyone can be fortunate
enough to have the end of a loaded gun barrel stare him in the face.
Footprints in the Sand
Jean E. Rees
ON THIS still, cold, misty morning, while strolling down thebeach, I see a figure, who stands dressed entirely in black,surrounded by the glistening gray sand. Only the slapping,
lapping of the hungry, salty sea can be heard, each wave tl'ying to
outdo the other in order to overtake the stooped, desolate man. The
man seems conscious only of the song the sea sings. He soon loses
even this contact as he becomes more and more engrossed in thought
-a thought which seems as if it will shatter into little pieces and
never give him peace of mind from the grief he bears. He feels that
if he could be by himself for a while his grief would be cast aside,
setting him free once again.
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"How does one free himself from anything, be it happiness or
sadness? How can I, one lonely man, stand against the merciless
world when the only thing I have ever loved has been taken away?
If I could have someone, something to talk to or about, part of my
grief would be lifted-lifted so I could clo what I wish and go where
I please, whenever I wish."
As this man sits by himself on the waterfront, he slowly puts his
hand into his coat pocket and draws a cigarette from it. Searching
through his other pockets, he finds a match, strikes it slowly, and
draws a long breath. The cigarette lights easily; and as the man
draws the match to his mouth to blow it out the light flickers upon
his wrist where the hand of his watch slowly ticks away the minutes.
The thought flashes through his mind that he has only a few more
hours by himself before the sun will slowly rise above the rooftops
of the old, shabby shacks. The sun will shine its rays through the
damp fog and its gold, yellow, and orange will lure many men out
of their comfortable, warm beds to begin once again the daily rou-
tine of casting their crude nets into the providing sea. He will not
be able to be alone any more that clay; therefore, he will have to
search for another isolated place where he can be alone with his
grief and turmoil. Why must a man constantly search for solitude?
And why must he travel from one place to another escaping reality
forever? Why can't a man find an answer to these weighing ques-
tions and end his unhappiness forever?
As he thinks of the possibilities, his hands grow icy cold and
then numb. His lips become dry and parched, and he slowly moistens
~hem with his tongue and tightly closes them, so that the overwhelm-
lllg sound does not escape. His mind recalls stories he has read in
the newspapers, vivid stories of how people in disgrace take their
lives in their own hands, twisting them every way, and finally getting
them so tangled that it is useless to try to straighten them out.
Almost without realizing it, he slowly lifts his heavy feet and
steps in the direction of the foaming sea. The icy chill of the water
penetrates his numbed senses and jerks him quickly back to reality.
So, finding himself a few feet from the dry sancl, he cautiously re-
traces his steps to safety.
As he looks into the sea, he seems to hear the waves laughing
at him as they lick at his uncertain feet. They also seem to be say-
mg that he cannot escape life by using them as his method of end-
ing his grief. He must go elsewhere to satisfy this longing for
escape.
As he stands there with his clothes dripping salty drops, his hands
automatically plunge into his jacket pockets. They are very cold,
and he tries to get a little warmth into them. As a little feeling re-
turns, the fingers of his right hand close on his knife. It rests
heavily upon his hand.
"Maybe this is the answer to my problem! If I cannot get help
hom the sea, then I shall find a way here on shore."
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He sits down to plan a scheme that can be Iul filled and not in-
terrupted as it was before. His eyes and fingers study the cold
knife, inch by inch. He slowly, cautiously opens the blades and
runs his forefinger over them.
As he begins making plans and gathering his courage, he sud-
denly springs to his feet and moans softly. There, standing on the
far end of the beach, he sees a figure waving and shouting to him.
Hope enters his body, and he thinks that perhaps someone is calling
to him. He takes a few steps forward, talking to himself all the
while.
"Should I go and see if my assistance is needed? Why would
he be calling me, when there are other men around to help him?
Why is he coming all this way to ask me for help? Doesn't he
realize I couldn't even help my own boy?"
He blinks his eyes quickly to see if he can identify the figure.
As fast as hope grows in him, it diminishes.
"Why, there is no one there at all. Here again my plan for
escape has been interrupted."
He turns hopelessly and throws himself down on the sand. He
begins to recall his morning experience. Again he is lost in deep
thought.
Suddenly a tense voice seems to boom at him. It is only a whis-
per, but to him it seems a shout.
"Mister, my dog has a broken leg and can't walk. I called to
you when I was further up on the beach, but you didn't come. I had
to leave my dog lying on the ground by himself while I ran for you.
I must rush back to him because I promised I wouldn't stay long.
If you'll help me, I'll be very grateful. I have no one else to turn
to for help, no one but you. Please, Mister, come with me and help
my dog."
The man looks into the pleading eyes of a boy, and to his face
comes a glow of gratitude. He takes the boy's small, moist hand
and begins walking slowly in the direction from which the boy had
come. With an urgent pull of the hand, the boy quickens the man's
pace. Behind them are left the footprints of the grateful man and
the excited boy. Large footprints, slow and unsteady, going along-
side many tiny ones, fast and sure of their destination, make deep
imprints in the moist sand.
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Reflection
Louise Haney
As I sat on the top of the sandy hill soaking up the warmth ofthe sun, the small lake below me seemed to gaze back at meand say "Yes, I, too, am living." White cottages, green corn
fields, tall trees full of summer, and my own beach surrounded the
lake, casting reflections into the waters. The reflections of the vi-
brant blue sky, white clouds, and dark trees, along with the secon-
dary images of grass and cat-tails, shimmered restlessly and lazily
as the water gently pulsated to the shore, retreated, and once again
enveloped the shore for a moment only to retreat. A sudden splash
in the center of the lake announced that one big bass was darting
through his morning exercises. The ripples caused by the splash
radiated into the nearby water. As the circles became larger and
larger, they also grew weaker and weaker until the ripples melted
into the continuous and gentle motion of the entire lake, declaring
to every observer that here was Iife.
My Home Education
Tai Kynn Shin
THE scope o.f my th?ught had l;ev;l- been .beyond myself and l~lyhome until I realized that God s creations are broad and 111-
finite. Then I started to think of my friends, my neighbors,
my town, and my country. Christianity gave me knowledge to
understand the people and things around me. It helped me to feel
responsibility for my people and country. When my father's faith
in .Christ in fluencec1 me wholly, I passed through a distinctive
period. Father's Christian life started after he suffered from severe
p~1ell111onia,which took many young people's lives. Also, it caused
him to leave his occupation in the bank. My family seemed desper-
ately falling down. The house was sold and thc family had to move
fr0111 an urban to a rural region. The back-country to which we
moved was my native village, where most people bad never seen an
auto or a train in their lives. They cultivated soil from dawn to
sunset. Therefore, my grade school education was interrupted for
a year. I remember that my mother had much difficulty in living
and in taking care of her three children. However, since Father had
been converted to Christianity, his physical health had at last been
completely restored. These things happened when I was seven.
There was great enjoyment in our family because of Father's healing.
This enjoyment was not to be for long. A most difficult situa-
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tion grew up between Father and Grandfather. The peaceful family
life of our home was rudely broken. Originally, the tradition which
my family and all my relatives had kept was the worshiping of an-
cestors. My grandfather, most strictly educated in the ideas of
Confucius, taught Chinese poetry and moral ethics. Since Father
had started to attend the Christian church, Grandfather was afraid
that the tradition of worshiping ancestors, which had been the most
important heritage of his family for centuries, would be broken
clown. He thought of Christianity as a western religion. There
were ardent arguments between my father and grandfather. No
agreements seemed possible; it seemed that we were approaching- a
family revolution. However, Father's honest faith in Christ had
never been shaken. He endured this difficulty sorrowfully and con-
tinuedto testify to Christianity as the only religion which gives men
life. Fie did not neglect the strict education which he had received
from his father. His education of his children was as strict as his
father's education had been for him. I had been taught that I should
always obey my parents, and that although parents would ask some-
thing wrong of their children, the children ought to obey them with-
out any question, Even after I started to attend school, I learned
more in my home than at school. When I recall the past years of
my childhood, 1: cannot see any freedom under my parents. I do not
regret my parents' strict education of me, but sometimes I envy the
free eclucation which many parents give to their children. I do not
mean a non-restricted education which would lead children to im-
moral ways, but a free education which would encourage chilcIren to
make their own right judgments and to have their own strong inde-
pendent Iife developing a sense of responsibility toward others. As
I mentionecl, I have been raised under strict family circumstances.
One thing I am so grateful to my parents for is their honesty and
zeal for their children's good education. They have sacrificed them-
selves greatly. During the period of the Japanese govern111ent'~ per-
secution of Korean Christianity, my parents kept their children in
school. in spite of many di f Iiculties. Unfortunately, the Korean
War caused many families to be separated. My father has taken
care of his two sons and, despite his unhappiness, he has done his
best for their education. Now both of us are in college, one at the
finest Christian university of my home country and one in America.
One thing my father found out from the hardships clue to his
early marriage is that his own education was unsatisfactory. . He
was married at thirteen, while Mother was sixteen. At that time,
early marriage among the people was very popular. There was only
his parents' decision to force their son to marry through a gu-
between. During his school life he already had th~'ee childr~n. As
soon as he finished high school he had to find hIS occupation, a~-
though he had desired to go to advanced school. A fter that, hIS
main task was to emphasize his children's education. He never
thought then that his son could go to a foreign country for educa-
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tion. Now he is very proud of his two sons, who would be his large
enjoyment next to his largest one in Christ. Unfortunately, my
family is separated, but this circumstance rather gives me encourage-
ment to conquer hard problems,
I have felt much responsibility for the people of my country since
I have decided to work for the cause of Christianity. I have never
thought that Koreans are inferior to other people. They have some
natural abilities. They have built their own culture and have de-
veloped their own language, and they are very religious. The great
reason why Korea was occupied by the Japanese, who were known
as an insular people, was the corruption among Korean governmental
officials; the Korean government started to decline five centuries
ago. However, the people have not lost their own nationalism, and
at last they have found the right of their nation's sovereignty since
World War II. The people who had been persecuted so long have
begun to shake themselves. They are aware of modern civilization.
My responsibility is to help them to help themselves in this nation
which has abundant natural resources and is surrounded by beauti-
ful environments, bright pleasurable climates, and beautiful moun-
tains, rivers, fields, and seas. In their present desperate situation,
they need many men and women who understand the nature of
democracy.
Debbie's Dream
Lynne Stephens
Ar:rHOUGH the alarm clock was screaming at her, Debbie snug-gled clow1: into the covers. to enjoy the last moments of herdream. She had been havin« the same dream every night for
the past few weeks, and the alarmOalways called her back to reality
too 50011. This morning' was 110 different, but Debbie decided that
she would try to relive the dream.
It was a beauti ful Sunday afternoon and Debbie was dressing'
for her wedding. Everyone was scurrying around her trying to be
helpful but succeeding only in adding to the confusion. Her dress,
yards and yards of bilIowing white chiffon and lace, was pulled and
yanked on over her many stiff petticoats. The hairdresser who hael
been hired t? arrange Debbie's tresses was trying to do a good job
despite the interruptions, and when she did finish, she placed the
pearl tiara and the lace veil on Debbie's head. Someone else slipped
the tiny satin slippers onto her feet, and at last she was dressed.
Her friends and relatives moved away from the mirror to give her
an unrestricted view of the results. While her aunt went to notify
the organist that the bride was ready, Debbie gathered up her Bible
and white orchid and paused nervously at the head of the stairway
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where she was joined by her father and younger sister Teresa.
Teresa was going to attend Debbie as maid of honor, and by the
way she planned for the wedding anyone would have thought it was
hers.
When the strains of the Wedding March began, Debbie and her
father followed Teresa down the stairway and into the living room
where they were startled by the crowd of friends and relatives that
were attending the wedding. The living 1'00111 had been decorated
by the local florists, and as Debbie glanced over the room, she
thought that the white chrysanthemums and the potted palm trees
gave just the effect that she had hoped that they would. Then her
eyes found Stan's. He was standing in front of the altar which had
been placed in front of the fireplace, and although he had recently
been discharged from the army, one look at his clear complexion,
bright eyes, and solid build would tell anyone that army life had
agreed with him. To Debbie and most of the other girls in Freeburg,
Stan was the handsomest man in town, and Debbie felt a moment
of self-satisfaction at having won the prize. As she and her father
reached the altar, Debbie noticed a long look pass between Teresa
and Bud, Stan's younger brother who was attending Stan as best
man, and she silently sent up a little prayer that they too might some-
day be going through this ceremony together. Suddenly Debbie
realized that the music had stopped and the pastor was beginning to
speak. As she listened, she had the strange feeling that someone
else was speaking her answers, but all at once Stan was kissing her
and escorting her up the aisle to the bright strains of the recessional
march, In a few seconds the crowd swarmed around them, shout-
ing congratulations and showering them with rice and confetti.
At the buffet supper following the wedding, the guests acted as
if they hadn't eaten [or weeks. Several of the men filled their
plates three and four times, and the cake which was intended to
serve one hundred-fifty people was eaten by only eighty people.
Someone began to play the piano and four of the men formed a
quartet and sang some of the traditional wedding songs. A few of
the guests were stationed at the doors so that they would know when
Debbie and Stan were ready to leave, but when one of them wasn't
watching, Debbie ran up the stairs to her room to change her clothes
for the trip to Lake Michigan where she and Stan were going to
spend the next two weeks. As soon as she was ready, Debbie met
Stan at the foot of the stairs; they sneaked to their car and drove
away before they were discovered. At last they were alone and on
their way to a wonderful honeymoon.
This was the cue for the alarm clock to make its entrance. There
was always another month or week or day to wait. Suddenly Debbie
realized that she no longer heard the noise of the alarm. She un-
covered her head and looked around.
"Do you always sleep through the alarm like that," Stan laughed,
"01- is the morning after your wedding an exception?"
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Murder on the Highways
Ken Spraetz
THREE years ago I was a reckless and wild driver who might haveharmed some innocent little child forever. In 1953 a close
friend of mine who has been a state trooper for five years
came to see me one bright, sunny afternoon. I thought he wanted
to visit, but he did not. He had something on his mind-something
terribly important, Being blunt and coming right to the point as
most troopers do, he told me that I was a maniac behind the wheel,
a criminal in disguise, and that I would not remain his friend unless
I corrected my driving manners. He went on to say that there was
only one cure for anyone who drove as I did, and he showed me what
that cure was. He asked me to accompany him on a few investiga-
tions which he had to make, and to be a witness to "murder on the
highways."
That afternoon we had only one investigation. It was enough
to cure me for a lifetime. It .actually was what he called "murder"
on the highway. A man, his wife, and their four children were
driving in a car that had a blowout. The man pulled as far to the
right as he could and, with the help of his sixteen-year-old son, began
to change the tire. An automobile going nearly ninety rniles per
hour came zooming along that road, hit the man and his son, and
carried them one hundred Ii fty feet across the center esplanade.
I saw those two corpses. The young boy's intestines had been
torn from his body, and the man's head was crushed. The driver of
the car which had hit them had spent the evening in a bar-and
wound up with a prison sentence. What happened to the widow
and her three other children? They also received a sentence from
which there was no parole. They lost that which cannot be replaced,
a husband and father and a son and brother. Death is inevitable,
but to see people killed as a result of one's carelessness is no joke.
Driving a car is a job which requires many things; most of all it
requires a clear mind and enough intelligence to drive correctly.
That fine sunny afternoon I learned a lesson, one that I shall never
have to learn again. I was a witness to murder on the highways.
Humility
Anne Laughlin
INAugust of 1955 my parents and I took a trip to Maine, wherewe visited a distant but very dear cousin of my mother. I cannot
say that anything I did or saw during my stay near Bar Harbor
effected any great change in my life. However, I derived one bit
of wisdom from my experience there.
I regarded my family's idea 0 f a Maine vacation with something
less than enthusiasm; I thought that I was a little too grown-up for
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a family vacation, and my parents knew that I was quite a bit too
young to be left alone. The plane ride, the people Imet, my cousin's
home, and Maine in general are relatively unimportant in this ven-
ture into enlightenment. I shall begin my story on a rocky, irregu-
lar Maine beach.
The family had gone to Cascades Park, and I had miraculously
been allowed to remain alone at home. When the car disappeared
down the dusty gravel road, I ran the quarter of a mile to the shore.
It was a beauti ful afternoon, and the tide was in. Even now I can
remember the feeling I had as I pushed off in the little rowboat. I
felt very daring and extremely excited for the first time since I had
been informed that I was to accompany my parents on their vacation.
I hael put on blue jeans, a sweatshirt, anel tennis shoes; fishing equip-
ment and lunch were in the bottom of the boat. The rowing began.
The small whitecaps churned around the tiny boat-not angrily,
but definitely unconcerned with my weIfare. When I put my sore,
blistered hand into the cold water, the rhythmic swirls paid it no at-
tention. They swam over and around it to their goal. I had seen
the ocean before, but with uriromautic eyes. Now, suddenly, I
wanted to know it. I looked to see where the foamy waves were
going. When I saw them lift from the water, float for a short dis-
tance, and then sink once more to the ocean, I turned my attention
to the shoreline. On my right was the mainland, rugged and
strangely beautiful, but on my left I saw an island. If the distance
between the home shore and the island had not been so great, I
would have gone to it; but I was afraid to try. Knowing approxi-
mately how far I could swim, I knew that the chance would be too
great. Also, darkness was approaching rapidly, and my lighthearted-
ness was turning to weariness and uneasiness.
The azure sky grayed and deepened. The solitary thatched isle
changed from cool green to forbidding blue-black, and the once pale
water around me became an inky pool. The chill of the ocean carne
from its depths as the sun lay clown behind a giant pine for the long
night. I put off my return to my cousin's pier for a few minutes,
as I watched the transformation of the marine world. One thought
kept running through my mind. Here was something that was truly
great. Never in my li Ie, either before or since that time, have I
ever felt so utterly insigni ficant. Perhaps it sounds ridiculous to
compare oneself with the ocean; but in my case it took this compari-
son to illustrate the truth that no individual person is extremely im-
portant in comparison to nature. No man, however powerful he be-
comes, is unsurpassed. Everything has its better, finally ending
with the strength of God, as was illustrated to me by His creation,
the ocean.
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My Light of Friendship
Judy Winslow
TI-rrs summer there came into my possession a most curiousobjet d'art. Straight and proud it stands as sentinel of mydesk, protecting the various articles scattered thereupon. It
maintains an aloof, black watch over my books, pencils, pens, letters,
and radio; yet never would it condescend to mix with this hetero-
geneous group. It is a work of art, and art would not consider as-
sociating with such trivial, everyday items. Perhaps it feels out of
place in the cluttered room of a college student and longs for the
faraway land where it took form, the land of the Navajo and the
pueblo. It is an alien in a world of rush and clamor, and it tells its
legend in a language I cannot comprehend. This work of art which
I call my own is, in reality, a candlestick of Nubian blackness sup-
ported by three stocky legs and shaped by the hands of some Indian
warrior who found the pursuit of the white man's money less
hazardous than that of the white man's scalp.
This candlestick is not to be taken lightly. It is much more than
a holder of candles, for it possesses a strength of character with
which I have become acquainted during my hours of studying. Like
the Indian, it has a culture and a meaning of its own. Beneath its
expressionless countenance are hidden the legends and secrets of its
past, which it refuses to disclose. I shall never discover the reason
why it stands on three legs instead of having the more conservative
base of ordinary candlesticks; nor shall I know what slip of the
potter's wheel brought about its lopsided stature, which makes it
look as if it has partaken of too much "fire-water." So my candle-
stick will always remain enveloped in its shining black shroud of
mystery, to arouse my curiosity.
The sheer obstinacy of my sturdy friend is another source of
wonder to me. Unyielding to the changes wrought by modern con-
veniences such as the incandescent lamp, my candlestick stubbornly
clings to its heritage as a giver of light and refuses to be replaced
by more up-to-date means of illumination. Because of its determina-
tion to perform the duty for which it was designed in spite of over-
whelming oclds, I "feel a sort of respect for my tallow and wick con-
tainer. Some will say that my candlestick is foolish for setting such
high goals for itself in the face of so much competition; but, still,
there is something remarkable about such dogged determination.
Even though my candlestick has long outlived its usefulness to
mankind, I could not bear to break its defiant spirit by packing it
away to be forgotten, misshapen and unattractive though it may be.
Instead, I shall permit it to maintain the place of honor on 111ydesk
for all to see. I shall let 111ylight of learning dominate my utensils
of knowledge completely, for only then will it be satisfied with its
existence.
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"Toad"
Tom E. Willey"TOADI.E throw baby up light. Baby go ocean, get all wet."
!1115 su:cinct bit of dialogue describes the first tragedy
. u~ t!1e life of Toad. Toad, recognized by the Bureau of
VItal Statistics as Thomas Andrew, is my two-year-old son. The
pseudonym was inspired by a character of the same name in Kenneth
Grahame's The Wind in the Willoios. Grahame's Mr. Toad and our
Toad share a wildness for all types of mechanized gadgets, espe-
cially vehicles.
The only object of Toad's adoration that is not comprised of
nuts, bolts, and springs is his "baby." This protagonist of the ocean
drama was a dingy, affectionately abused teddy bear. During our
return voyage from Europe, Toad was entertaining himself by toss-
ing baby up to the ceiling light in the cabin. An extra-zealous effort
sent baby over Toad's head and out of the open porthole. "Daddy,
quick, get-get Toadie's Baby!" I thrust my head through the port-
hole in time to see the stuffed animal pitch on the crest of the ship's
wake and disappear into the gray Atlantic swell. Fl'Ol11 that moment
forward, Toad could speak of nothing but the untimely dernise of
his companion. His opening address to grandparents, aunts, uncles,
and new acquaintances was always baby's eulogy. I could not help
but feel a twinge of guilt as he went through this routine, even
though rescue efforts on my part would have cost Toad a daddy as
well as a teddy. Great-grandfather was audience to this story, and
a few days later baby returned in true Homeric fashion to be re-
ceived like a lost Ulysses. The new baby, unlike his predecessor,
was a clean and soft white. Toad warmly and completely accepted
him. All comers are now greeted with "Toadie's baby come back
fum ocean. Get all white. Toadie's baby back!"
Pull-toys and shiny trucks stand practically untouched in my son's
room; however, my tool box is usually found in the middle of the
living room floor devoid of hammer, screwdriver, wrenches, and
ruler. Toad utilizes these implements to keep tricycle, television,
and all door knobs in a state of excellent repair. Since the day of
his first awareness, he has watched his daddy puttering' about in
various decrepit apartments, endeavoring to lock out the elements of
nature. Evidently my comical exploits as a handyman have whetted
his mechanical curiosity. The manual dexterity displayed by the
lad has given me cause for apprehension. By his tenth birthday he
will probably be more adept with tools than 1. In the process of
moving, I had disassembled some of his toys. A few weeks ago I
was engrossed in the process of putting them back together, and was
becoming very provoked by his kibitzing. During a struggle with
the complexities of his wagon he oHiciously relieved me of the
screwdriver. In exasperation I said, "Okay, young Edison, put it
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together yourself." Toad promptly put a bolt through the wagon
bed, ran it through the axle yoke,' and gently seated the nut. He then
in ;J, matter-of-fact tone requested me to hold the bolt while he
tightened the nut. A few minutes later the wagon was loaded with
blocks and was being towed to the construction site of a tower.
Toad's subtlety in manipulating the emotions of Mother and
Dad is the most vexing but most amusing facet of his nature. The
epitome of Victorian fatherhood, I will burst into his room when I
hear him playing af ter bedtime. With a sprint and a dive he is
across the ro0111, into bed, and under the covers. Assuming a be-
nign little grin, the combination cherub-leprechaun will say, "Toadie
love Daddy. Daddy sing Toadie song, please." Exit the stern,
paternal countenance and on stage is the crooner of Irish lullabies.
After a chorus of "Too-ra-loo-ra," tiny man is off to the land of
"Winken, Blinken, and Nod," and Daddy emerges from the nursery
aglow over his efficiency as inducer of dreams.
To remove fr0111 myself the stigma of being a typical doting
father, I must add that Toad runs the gamut of two-year-old habits.
Occasional tantrums and wet drawers remind me that he is experi-
encing the normalcy of his age. They are a healthy indication that
my son is not different from any other child of his age. Speaking
in absolute objectivity, if that is possible for me as his father, I feel
that his inquisitiveness and comprehension are unique qualities for a
child of two. His zest and interest in the world around him are like
an elixir to my spirits when they are low. That small, Celtic face,
crowned with golden brown fur the length and texture of puppy fur,
is invariably waiting for me, peering out of the doorway each eve-
ning. "Comon, Daddy! Eat supper, tatoes, carrots, beans!" He
says all this in a breathless manner, as if getting me to the table is
a very grave responsibility. Twenty-seven pounds of vitality, distri-
buted over a wiry two-foot, nine-inch frame, lead me into the kit-
chen. These dimensions do not connote a child of corpulence or of
excessive leanness. He bears resemblance to those· robust little
gnomes in Sn070 White. A bulldog standing on its hind paws would
cast a silhouette similar to Toacl's-e-barrel chest tapering to slender
hips; however, the round remnant of his babyhood pot-belly is quite
visible, especially after his voracious appetite has been fulfilled.
In conclusion, I must admit that there is one point which disturbs
me. I have discussed this "son" business with many other fathers,
and from what they tell me-they all have geniuses too!
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A Scene from the Crucifixion
Bill Garrison
"CRUCIFY HIlvI!"
"Crucify Him !"
"Crucify Him!"
A toothless, witch-like old woman pointed her crooked, bony
Iinger at the prisoner. She was but one of a howling, jeering mob
that kept screaming all the time.
"Crucify Him! Nail Him to the cross !"
A greasy Greek sailor with a long black beard shook his fist at
the hated One.
"Crucify Him!" the frenzied mob clamored. "Drive the nails
through his hands !"
A.1111osteveryone wanted Him killed-the crowd outside in the
courtyard, the Roman soldiers who held Him captive, and the high
officials of the Jewish religion who had just found Him guilty of
treason. The prisoner had claimed that He was the King of the
Jews.
"Crucify Him!"
A few people had realized that they were about to kill an innocent
man. Judas Iscariot, the betrayer of the prisoner, had thrown his
bribery money 011 the floor, and had run from the temple. He was
later found hanging from a tree.
The Roman governor, Pontius Pilate, tried several times to free
the accused prisoner. He said, "I find nothing wrong with this
man." Finally, in view of the crowd, he washed his hand in a basin
of water, signifying that he was innocent of the blood that would
be sheel.
It so happened on this particular day that a celebration was also
taking place. On this day it was the custom to release one prisoner.
One guilty man was allowed to go free. Pilate suggested two men
who were eligible to be turned loose. One was a poor Jewish car-
penter called Jesus; the other was a murderer called Barabbas. The
mob demanded that the murderer be turned loose. They wantecl
Jesus crucified.
The crowd preferred a murderer to Jesus. And so Bat-abbas
was freed, but the Christ was led away to be crucified. Again the
crowd yell souncled. "Kill Him !"
They knew I-Ie had power over death. Nothing coulcl stay dead
with Jesus around. I-Ie had promised them that "whosoever believeth
in Him should not perish, but have everlasting life," and yet they
decided to kill the One Who could conquer death for them. And
so the Resurrection and the Li fe was pushed through the blistering,
stinking streets to His death.
